
Paws on Cook Grooming Price Guide

On this price guide you’ll notice a range in price for each service. The range accounts for the variety of sizes and
circumstances we face with each individual dog including their behaviour, condition of their coat, and the resources
required to manage the dog through the grooming process.

PUPPY PACK
This service is for puppies up to 5 months old and having had their second set of vaccines, and we recommend
booking this service two to three times before booking a full groom. This is an important step in preparing your puppy
for a lifetime of grooming! $65-$300

BATH & NAILS
Simple groom service with the basics of a good bath, ear cleaning, nail trim and light brushing for short coat dogs;
short coat dogs only please. $65-$200

BATH & DE-SHED
For double coated breeds or any shedding dog that needs a good bath, blow out and de-shed to get that undercoat
out! This service includes a bath, nail trim, ear cleaning, full de-shed, and can include optional tidying of feet and all
over trim by request. $75-$300

BATH & TIDY
If your dog needs a good bath, brush and a light tidy in between full grooms or an occasional clean up, this is just a
FACE, FEET, BUM & SANITARY tidy; no other trimming will be provided. Your dog MUST NOT be matted as we do
not offer de-matting. This service includes a bath, nail trim, ear cleaning, brush and tidy of face, feet, bum and
sanitary. $70-$300

TAKE IT SHORT (SHORTER THAN 1/2") - FULL GROOM
This is a nice, short (shorter than 1/2") and easy maintenance grooming, but not a close shave and includes a bath,
nail trim, ear cleaning and short full body hair cut. $80-$300

KEEP IT LONG (LONGER THAN 1/2") - FULL GROOM
This is a long (longer than 1/2”) hair grooming that requires maintenance between grooming appointments to prevent
matting; your dog MUST NOT have matts to book this appointment. Includes a bath, nail trim, ear cleaning and long
hair full body hair cut. $80-$300

BREED CLIP
For pure bred dogs with breed specific clips; modifications can be made upon owners specifications and requests.
This is a full service groom and includes a nail trim and ear cleaning. Your dog must not be matted and be brushed
and groomed regularly to maintain this style of clip.
$90-$300

SPECIALTY CLIP
If you are looking for a haircut longer than 1”, this is considered a Specialty Clip / Handscissor. Please email
groom@pawsoncook.com to inquire about booking this service as we will require more information to book your dog
with the appropriate groomer. $120-$400

DOODLE BREEDS
Doodles have special hair that often requires extra work to maintain, and can take considerable time for groomers to
manage and the pricing for Doodles starts at $100 and will increase based on coat condition, size, and effort required
to manage the dog during the grooming process.


